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1. INTRODUCTION
Consider a system of viscous conservation laws
ut+ f (u)x=+uxx (1)
whose inviscid part ut+ f (u)x is hyperbolic, i.e., the Jacobian f $(u) of its
flux function f : Rn  Rn can be diagonalized over R at any state u. Assume
that f $ has a simple eigenvalue * in a neighborhood of some reference state
u
*
and let , denote the profile of a Laxian shock wave, i.e., ,: R  Rn
solves
+,$=h(,)= f (,)&s,&q, ,(\)=u\ ,
where u& , u+ , s, q satisfy f (u&)&su&= f (u+)&su+=q, *(u&)>s>*(u+),
and u& , u+ are close to u*. The goal of this paper is to show the following
Theorem 1. There are numbers =0 , ;0(u& , u+)>0 such that whenever
|u\&u* |<=0 and U0 # H
2, 2 satisfies &U0&H 2, 2<;0 , then the solution u(x, t)
to (1) with data u( } , 0)=,+(U0)x exists for all times t>0 and has
lim
t  
sup
x
|u(x, t)&,(x&st)|=0.
In other words, we prove the asymptotic stability of traveling-wave
profiles for small-amplitude shocks associated with possibly non-convex
modes.
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Note that situations to which this theorem applies are numerous: If r
denotes a smooth vector field spanning ker( f $&*I ) and E the zero set of
r } {*, interesting families [(u:\ , s
:, q:, ,:)]:>0 satisfying the assumptions
and lim:z0 u\ :=u0 exist for any u0 near which E has measure zero
[MP, L1].
The result as presented in this paper restricts to perturbations with zero
total massso there are no diffusion waves [L2, SX]and to the non-
characteristic case, i.e., we require \(*(u\)&s)<0 strictly. Though partly
easy to obtain, extensions to more general situations are left to later publi-
cations ([F]). Our proof uses the energy method introduced by Goodman
[G1] and Matsumura and Nishihara [MN1]. The main task is thus to
establish an estimate of the form
&U( } , T )&2L2+|
T
0
&Ux( } , t)&2L2 dt&U( } , 0)&
2
L2 (2)
for the ‘‘integrated perturbation’’ U. Goodman [G1] proved stability under
the hypothesis of convexity. For scalar equations with non-convex flux,
Matsumura and Nishihara [MN2] showed stability using a weight function
for the norm in (2). Here we combine these methods. For the ‘‘p-direction’’ we
use a novel weight which is implicitly defined by a suitably chosen differential
equation, and is in the scalar case similar to the weight of [MN2]. For the
directions k{ p, we proceed as suggested by Goodman in [G2]. Many of our
estimates are analogous to [G1]; for the convex case, our weight w can equiv-
alently be replaced by 1 and our proof reduces to that in [G1, G2]. The main
observation made (for the general case) is that instead of using |,x |<= one
can use |w,x |<=. This allows us to consider families of small-amplitude
profiles for which the associated weights w, though individually finite, are
not uniformly bounded.
The stability of shock profiles in non-convex systems has recently been
established by [KM, N] for the important case of viscoelasticity, a 2_2
system whose specific structure permits a treatment which is in somewhat
closer analogy to [MN2]. The results of [KM, N] are not implied by our
Theorem 1, because they hold for the (physically significant) case of a
degenerate viscosity matrix. For scalar conservation laws, the stability of
shock profiles has also been proven by other methods than energy estimates.
For the non-convex case, see [JGK, FS]. These and our other references
also quote and describe further earlier work.
The present paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we state four
auxiliary theorems that will be the building blocks in the proof of Theorem 1.
The main task is to prove Theorem 3 (this is (2)) which will be done in
Sections 36. In Section 4 we choose the weight function w and prove the
needed properties (see Lemma 1).
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2. AUXILIARY THEOREMS AND FRAME OF PROOF
We consider the integrated equation (see [G1])
Ut+h$(,) Ux&+Uxx=F(,, Ux) (3)
U( } , 0)=U0 (4)
with F(,, z)=&[ f (,+z)& f (,)& f $(,)z].
If U solves (3), (4), then u(x, t)=,(x&st)+Ux(x&st, t) solves (1) with
u( } , 0)=,+(U0)x . We have:
Theorem 2 (Short-Time Existence). Given ;0>0, if U0 # H 2, 2(R)
and &U0&H 2, 2 is sufficiently small, there exists T0=T0(;0)>0, such that
(3), (4) possess a solution U # L2([0, T0], H 2, 2(R)) with &U( } , t)&H 2, 2;0
for 0tT0 .
Theorem 3 (A Priori Estimate for U ). If |u\&u* | is sufficiently small,then there exists a weight function w: R  R with 0<w, w&1<c1 and a
matrix valued function L: R  Rn_n with &L&, &L&&1<c1 such that the
following holds for any solution U in Theorem 2. If
;1 := sup
0tT0
sup
x
|W(x) L(x) U(x, t)|
with W :=diag(1, ..., 1, w, 1, ..., 1), is sufficiently small, we have for 0<T<T0
&U( } , T )&2w+|
T
0
&Ux( } , t)&2w dtC &U( } , 0)&
2
w
where &U&2w :=

& (- W LU )2 dx, - W :=diag(1, ..., 1, - w, 1, ..., 1).
Theorem 4 (A Priori Estimate for Ux). Let U be a solution as in
Theorem 2. If |u\&u* | is sufficiently small then
&Ux( } , T )&2L2+|
T
t0
&Uxx( } , t)&2L2 dtC \&Ux( } , t0)&2L2+|
T
t0
&Ux( } , t)&2L2 dt+
for 0t0<TT0 .
Theorem 5 (A Priori Estimate for Uxx). Let U be a solution as in
Theorem 2. If |u\&u* | is sufficiently small then
&Uxx( } , T )&2L2C \&Uxx( } , 0)&2L2+|
T
0
&Ux( } , t)&2L2+&Uxx( } , t)&2L2 dt+ .
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Theorems 2, 4, 5 can be found in [G1]. As the proofs given there do not
use any properties of f besides its smoothness, they trivially continue to
hold in our slightly more general context. The proof of Theorem 3 fills the
remaining four sections of this paper.
Proof of Theorem 1. If &U0&H2, 2 is sufficiently small we have by
Theorem 2 the existence of a solution for 0tT0 with supx |U(x, t)|<;0 .
If |u\&u* | and ;0 (and hence ;1) are sufficiently small, we have by
Theorem 3+4+5 (using & }&w $& }&L2 in Theorem 3 and t0=0 in Theorem 4):
&U( } , T )&2H 2, 2C &U( } , 0)&
2
H 2, 2 .
Thus, if &U( } , 0)&H 2, 2 is sufficiently small (e.g., by a factor of (1C)12
smaller than previously assumed), we can extend Theorem 2 to T0=.
Theorems 3, 4, and 5 then apply to T0= as well and from Theorem 3 we
get the existence of a sequence (tn) with tn   and
&Ux( } , tn)&2L2  0, |

tn
&Ux( } , t)&2L2 dt  0.
From Theorem 4 (with t0=tn) we get
lim
t  
sup
x
|,(x&st)&u(x, t)|2
= lim
t  
sup
x
|Ux(x, t)| 2
 lim
t  
&Uxx( } , t)&2L2 } &Ux( } , t)&
2
L2 lim
t  
C &Ux( } , t)&2L2

Thm. 4
C lim
t   \&Ux( } , tn)&2L2+|
t
tn
&Ux( } , {)&2L2+ 0 (tn  )
which completes the proof. K
3. GROUPING OF TERMS
We substitute U=: RV in (3) and multiply by VTWL, where L, R, W : Rn_n
satisfy LR=I, 4=Lh$(,)R and W :=diag(w1 , ..., wn) with wp :=w and
wk :=1 (k{ p).
VTWVt+VTW4Vx+VTW4LRx V&+V TWL(RV )xx
&VTWLF((RV )x)=0
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Using integration by parts  dx we find
|

&
1
2

t
(V TWV )+V TW4Vx+VTW4LRxV
++(VTWL)x(RV )x&V TWLF(,, (RV )x) dx=0 (5)
where
+(VTWL)x(RV )x=+V Tx WVx++V
TWxVx++VTWLxRVx
++V Tx WLRxV++V
TWxLRxV++VTWLxRxV.
As f $ is R-diagonalizable in a neighborhood of the reference state u
*
comprising the values of ,, we find smooth matrix-valued functions L =(l i),
R =(r~ j) (l i row, r~ j column) on this neighborhood with
L (u) h$(u) R (u)=4 (u)=diag(4&(u), *(u), 4+(u)); L (u) R (u)=I. (6)
For the rest of this paper, we assume for simplicity in presentation that
h$= f $&sI has only simple eigenvalues, * 1< } } } <* n , * p is identical with
*&s and 4&=diag(* 1 , ..., * p&1), 4+=diag(* p+1 , ..., * n).
Turning to , we define l i%(x) :=(1&i (x)) l i (,(x)) and rj%(x) :=&j (x) r~ j (,(x))
with
&k(x) :=exp \&|
x
l k(,(!)) } (r~ k(,(!)))! d!+ ,
let *i#* i b ,, and get (see [G1]):
l i%(r j%)x=
1
*j&* i
l i%(h$(,))x rj% i{ j
(l i%)x rj%=&l i%(r j%)x i{ j (7)
l%k(r%k)x=&(l %k)xr%k=0 k=1, ..., n.
(Apart from the last equation this follows by differentiating (6). The last
one follows from the choice of &k .) We now define L, R by L(x) :=(li (x)),
R(x) :=(rj (x)) with
li (x)=
1
:i (x)
l i%(x) rj (x)=:j (x) rj%(x)
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and appropriate weight functions :k (which will be defined later). Thus
lk(rk)x=
(:k)x
:k
li (r j)x=l i%(rj%)x (i{ j)
li , r j and l i%, rj% are biorthogonal and diagonalize h$(,). Especially we
choose
lp(rp)x#0. (8)
We now decompose the left-hand side of (5) as
(A1)
1
2

t
(V TWV )
(A2) VTW4Vx=w*p Vp(Vp)x+ :
k{ p
*kVk(Vk)x
(A3) VTW4LRxV =
(8)
:
k{ p
*k
(:k)x
:k
(Vk)2+ :
i{ j
wi* i li (rj)x ViV j
(A4) +V Tx WVx=+w((Vp)x)
2++ :
k{ p
((Vk)x)2
(A5) +V TWxVx=+wxVp(Vp)x
(A6) +V TWLxRVx++V Tx WLRxV
(A7) +V TWxLRxV=+ :
j{ p
wx lp(rj)x VpVj
(A8) +V TWLxRLRxV=&+ :
i, j, k
wi li (rk)x lk(rj)x ViVj
(A9) &VTWLF(,, (RV )x)
and recompose (A2)+(A3)+(A5)+(A7) as
(B2) (w*p++wx)Vp(Vp)x (=(A2)1+(A5))
(B3) :
k{ p
*k
(:k)x
:k
(Vk)2+*kVk(Vk)x (=(A3)1+(A2)2)
(A3)2+(A7) :
i{ j
wi *i li (r j)x ViV j++ :
j{ p
wx lp(r j)x VpVj
= :
j{ p
(w*p++wx) lp(r j)x Vp Vj+ :
i{ p, i{ j
* i li (rj)x ViVj
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and thus (A3)2+(A7) as
(C1) :
j{ p
(w*p++wx) lp(rj)x VpVj
(C2) :
i{ p, i{ j
*i li (rj)x ViVj .
We relabel the terms (A1), (A4), (A6), (A8), (A9) as (B1), (B4), (C3),
(C4), (C5)
(B1)
1
2

t
(VTWV )
(B4) +V Tx WVx=+w((Vp)x)
2++ :
k{ p
((Vk)x)2
(C3) +VTWLxRVx++V Tx WLRxV
(C4) +VTWLxRLRxV=&+ :
i, j, k
wi li (rk)x lk(rj)x ViVj
(C5) &VTWLF(,, (RV )x)
and write Eq. (5) shortly as
|

&
[(B1)+(B2)+(B3)+(B4)+(C1)+(C2)+(C3)+(C4)+(C5)] dx=0.
The ‘‘B-terms’’ are positive or will be by choice of the :k and, in particular,
our weight w. The ‘‘C-terms’’ have to be estimated because they consist of
mixed expressions like ViVj or li (r j)x , or possess the wrong sign, like
&(lk(rk)x)2 |Vk |2 in (C4).
4. CHOICE OF THE WEIGHT FUNCTION w
We choose w somewhat analogously to [MN2]. We state the needed
properties in the following
Lemma 1. For = :=|u&&u+ | sufficiently small there exists w: R  R
with infx w(x), infx(1w(x))>0 and
&12 (w*p++wx)x=|,x | (9)
|w*p++wx |4 |u+&u& | (10)
|+(w,x)x |=|(wh(,))x |4 |u+&u& | } |,x | (11)
|+w,x |=|wh(,)|8 |u+&u& |2 (12)
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Proof of Lemma 1. Let = be at least so small that
|

&
|,x | dx2=. (13)
For fixed x0 , w0 let w be the solution of
+wx+w*p=&2 |
x
x0
|,x | dx
(14)
w(0)=w0 ,
i.e.,
w(x)=e&
x
0 (*p(!)+) d! \w0&|
x
0
e
y
0 (*p(!)+) d!
2
+ _|
y
x0
|,x | d!& dy+ . (15)
We now choose x0 such that
I(x0)#|

&
e
y
0 (*p(!)+) d!
2
+ _|
y
x0
|,x | d!& dy=0,
and correspondingly
w0=|
\
0
e
y
0 (*p(!)+) d!
2
+ _|
y
x0
|,x | d!& dy.
By *p(&)>0>*p() the function I is well-defined and I(&)>0>I()
implies the existence of x0 . This choice is equivalent to the boundedness of w.
By (15)
lim
x  \
e
x
0 (*p+) d! } w(x)=0,
by (14)
>0 for x<x0
(e
x
0 (*p+) d! } w)$=
&2
+
e
x
0 (*p+) d! |
x
x0
|,x | dx {=0 for x=x0<0 for x>x0 .
Consequently e0 (*p+) d! } w>0 and thus w>0.
As w(\)=&2 \x0 |,x | dx*p(\)>0 by (14), both inf w and inf(1w)
are positive. (10) follows from (9) and (13) by integration.
To prove the stated estimates (11), (12), we formulate an interesting
property of ,x . (17) was already stated in Lemma 2.1 of [SX].
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Lemma 2. If = is sufficiently small
|l %k,x |
O(1)
inf |*k |
|,x |2O(1) |,x | 2 (k{ p) (16)
|,xx |=O(1) |,x |. (17)
Proof. Let ,x=ni=1 #iri% . Then
,xx=
1
+
h$(,) ,x=
1
+
:
n
i=1
*i# iri% (18)
and (17) follows from (16) and |*p |O(1) =. Furthermore we have
:
i
(#i)x ri%+:
i
#i (r i%)x=,xx=
1
+
:
i
*i#iri%
and, by multiplication with l%k ,
(#k)x=
*k
+
#k& :
i{k
#i l%k(ri%)x . (19)
For k{ p, #k satisfies
#k(x)=e
x
x1
(*k(!)+) d! \#k(x1)+|
x
x1
e&
y
x1
(*k(!)+) d! _& :i{k #i l%k(r i%)y& dy+
=e
x
x1
(*k(!)+) d!#k(x1)&|
x
x1
e
x
y (*k(!)+) d! :
i{k
#i l%k(ri%)y dy
for any x1 . Letting x1=+ for k>p, and x1=& for k<p, we find
#k(x)=|
sign(*k)
x
e
x
y (*k(!)+) d! :
i{k
#i l%k(r i%)y dy. (20)
For = sufficiently small,
|#i ( y)|O(1) |#p( y)| (21)
|l%k( y)(ri%( y))y |O(1) |,y |O(1) :
i
|#i ( y)|O(1) |#p( y)| and so
|#i ( y) l%k( y)(ri%( y))y |O(1)(#p( y))2 (22)
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and thus
|#k(x)| 
(20)
sign(*k) |
sign(*k)
x
e
x
y (*k(!)+) d! :
i{k
|#i l%k(ri%)y | dy

(22)
sign(*k) |
sign(*k)
x
e
x
y (*k(!)2+) d! e
x
y (*k(!)2+) d! O(1)(#p( y))2 dy.
(23)
For fixed x we consider
g( y; x)= g( y)=e
x
y (*k(!)2+) d! (#p( y))2, ( y&x)(sign *k)0.
This function satisfies
g$( y)=&
*k( y)
2+
e
x
y (*k(!)2+) d! (#p( y))2+2e
x
y (*k(!)2+) d!#p( y) #$p( y).
By (19) and (21) we find
|(#p)x |
1
+
|*p | |#p |+O(1) |,x | |#p |
and for = sufficiently small
|(#p)x |
1
8+
|*k | |#p |.
Thus
g$( y)={
&
*k( y)
4+
e
x
y (*k(!)2+) d! (#p( y))2>0
&
*k( y)
4+
e
x
y (*k(!)2+) d! (#p( y))2<0
for k<p
for k>p
which implies that g assumes its maximum for y=x:
max g= g(x)=(#p(x))2.
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By (23) we have
|#k(x)|sign(*k) |
sign(*k)
x
e
x
y (*k(!)2+) d!O(1) g( y; x) dy
sign(*k) |
sign(*k)
x
e
x
y (*k(!)2+) d! O(1)(#p(x))2 dy
O(1)(#p(x))2 sign(*k) |
sign(*k)
x
e&(inf |*k |2+) |x& y| dy
=&O(1)(#p(x))2 sign(*k)
2+
inf |*k |
e&(inf |*k |2+) |x& y|&x
sign(*k)
=O(1)(#p(x))2
2+
inf |*k |
O(1)
2+
inf |*k |
|,x |2O(1) |,x |2,
which proves Lemma 2. K
We now continue the proof of Lemma 1, using the decomposition
,x=ni=1 #iri% again. Without loss of generality we can assume #p>0 and
consider
\exp \&|
x
0
*p(!)
+
d!+ } ,x+x
= :
n
k=1 \exp \&|
x
0
*p(!)
+
d!+ #k+x r%k+ :
n
k=1
exp \&|
x
0
*p(!)
+
d!+ #k(r%k)x .
By (18) we have
\exp \&|
x
0
*p(!)
+
d!+ } ,x+x=
1
+
:
n
k=1
(*k&*p) exp \&|
x
0
*p(!)
+
d!+ #kr%k
and, multiplying by l p% ,
\exp \&|
x
0
*p(!)
+
d!+ } #p+x=& :
n
k=1
exp \&|
x
0
*p(!)
+
d!+ #k l p%(r%k)x
O(1) exp \&|
x
0
*p(!)
+
d!+ } #p |,x |.
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Thus, by Gronwall’s Lemma,
exp \&|
x
0
*p(!)
+
d!+ } #pO(1) exp \O(1) } |
x
0
|,x | dx }+O(1)
which implies that exp(&x0 (*p(!)+) d!) } ,x is bounded. By the choice of
w0 we have limx  \(w,x)=0. Furthermore
+(w,x)x=+wx ,x+w(+,x)x=+wx,x+wh$(,),x
=(+wx+w*p) ,x+w(h$(,) ,x&*p ,x)
=&2 \|
x
x0
|,! | d!+ ,x+w :k (*k&*p) #k r%k (24)
and by limx  \(w,x)=0 we get limx  \ +(w,x)x=0.
Because of the latter, |w,x | assumes its maximum for some x*:
M :=max |+(w,x)|=|+(w,x)(x*)|= } |
x
*
&
+(w,x)x (x) dx }

(24)
} |
x
*
&
(+wx+w*p) ,x dx}+ } |
x
*
&
w :
k
(*k&*p) #kr%k dx }
|
x
*
&
|+wx+w*p | |,x | dx+|
x
*
&
|w| :
k
|*k&*p | |#kr%k | dx.
By (10), (13), and (16)
M|
x
&
4= |,x | dx+|
x
*
&
O(1) |w,x | |,x | dx(4=+O(1) M ) |

&
|,x | dx
8=2+2O(1) M=.
Thus, M(8(1&2O(1) =))16=2 if = is sufficiently small. Substituting
this, (10) and (16) in (24), we find
|+(w,x)x |2= |,x |+O(1) |w,x | |,x |(2=+16O(1) =2) |,x |
and for = sufficiently small
|+(w,x)x |4= |,x |.
This is (11). (12) follows from (11) by integration. K
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The above choice of w implies
|

&
(B2) dx=|

&
|,x | |Vp |2 dx.
5. CHOICE OF THE WEIGHT FUNCTIONS :k
We choose :k analogously to [G2]. Note that
|

&
(B3) dx=|

&
:
k{ p \*k
(:k)x
:k
&
1
2
(*k)x+ V 2k dx.
Now choose
:k(x)=esign(*k ) K 
x
& |,x | dx (k{ p)
and :p#1.
Then *k ((:k)x :k)=|*k | K |,x | for k{ p. For every K there exists
=1(K )>0 such that for =<=1(K )
}: i: j }2 (i{ j)
(because e&2=K|: i |e2=K ). Thus,
|li (rj)x | =
(7) } 1*j&*i li (h$(,))x rj } }
:j
:i } } }
1
*j&*i } } |li%| } |h"| } |,x | } |rj%|
and
|li (rj)x |O(1) |,x |. (25)
For =<=1(K )
(C2)= :
i{ p, i{ j
*i li (rj)x Vi Vj& :
i{ p, i{ j
|* i | |li (r j)x | |Vi | |Vj |
& :
i{ p, i{ j
O(1) |,x | |Vi | |Vj |& :
k{ p
O(1) |,x | |Vk | 2& 14 |,x | |Vp |
2
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and consequently,
|

&
(B3)+(C2) dx|

&
:
k{ p
( |*k |K&sup |{*k |&O(1)) |,x | |Vk |2 dx
&|

&
1
4 |,x | |Vp |
2 dx|

&
:
k{ p
|,x | |Vk | 2 dx&|

&
1
4 |,x | |Vp |
2 dx
if only K is sufficiently large.
6. ENERGY ESTIMATES
Estimate for (C1).
(C1)= :
j{ p
(w*p++wx) lp(rj)x Vp Vj
& :
j{ p
|w*p++wx | |lp(rj)x | |Vp | |Vj |

(10), (25)
& :
j{ p
=O(1) |,x | |Vp | |Vj |& :
n
k=1
=O(1) |,x | |Vk |2.
Estimate for (C2). (C2) has been estimated just above together with (B3).
Estimate for (C3).
(C3)= :
i{ j
+(wi li (rj)x&wj l j (r i)x) Vj (Vi)x .
For p  [i, j],
+(w i li (r j)x&wj lj (ri)x) Vj (Vi)x
=+(li (rj)x&lj (ri)x) Vj (Vi)x 
(25)
&+O(1) |,x | |Vj | |(Vi)x |
&+O(1) |,x | 2 |V j |2&
+
4(n+1)
|(Vi)x |2.
To treat the remaining summands, we fix i, j, p with i{ j, p # [i, j] and
estimate the four terms +wlp(rj)x Vj (Vp)x , +li (rp)x Vp(Vi)x , &+lj (rp)x Vj (Vp)x ,
&+wlp(rj)x Vp(Vi)x one after each other. The first of these four terms can
be controled as
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+wlp(r j)x Vj (Vp)x&+wO(1) |,x | |V j | |(Vp)x |
&+wO(1) |,x |2 |Vj |2&
+
4(n+1)
w |(Vp)x | 2
and the second one as
+li (rp)x Vp(Vi)x&+O(1) |,x | |Vp | |(Vi)x |
&+O(1) |,x |2 |Vp |2&
+
4(n+1)
|(V j)x | 2.
The third term could be estimated the same way, if we had a (positive)
lower bound on w independent of =. The fourth term is even more problematic.
If estimated in the same way, this would have to be done against |,x | |Vp |2
and |(Vi)x |2, which seems impossible because the ‘‘coefficient’’ is of order |w,x |
t(,&u+)(,&ui), while we would need something like o(1) - |,x | (=  0).
We estimate both terms by using integration by parts. For the third term
we get
|

&
&+lj (rp)x Vj (Vp)x dx
=|

&
+l j(rp)x (Vj)x Vp dx+|

&
+(l j (rp)x)x VjVp dx
where the first summand can be estimated by &=O(1) |,x | |Vp |2&(+4(n+1))
|(Vj)x |2 and the second one using (7) and (17) by &=O(1) |,x | |Vp |2&=O(1)
|,x | |Vj |2. In the same way we proceed with &+wlp(rj)x Vp(Vi)x . Using
integration by parts we have
|

&
&+wlp(r j)x Vp(V i)x dx
=|

&
+wlp(r j)x (Vp)x Vi dx+|

&
+(wlp(rj)x)x VpVi dx
where the first summand can be estimated as above by &=O(1) |,x | |Vj |2
&(+4(n+1)))w |(Vp)x | 2. For the second summand consider
wlp(r j)x =
(7)
w
1
*j&*p
lp(h$(,))x rj=
1
* j&*p
lp h"(,)[w,x]rj .
By (11), (12), we have
|(wlp(r j)x)x |O(1) |w,x | |,x |+O(1) |(w,x)x | 
(11), (12)
=O(1) |,x |;
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this allows us to estimate the second summand by &=O(1) |,x | |Vp |2&
=O(1) |,x | |Vj |2.
Estimate for (C4)
(C4)=&+ :
i, j, k
wi li (rk)x lk(r j)x V iV j .
For i{ p,
&+wi li (rk)x lk(rj)x V iVj
=&+li (rk)x lk(r j)x ViVj&+ |li (rk)x | |lk(rj)x | |Vi | |Vj |

(25)
&+O(1) |,x | 2 |Vi | |Vj |&+=O(1) |,x | |Vi |2&+=O(1) |,x | |Vj |2.
For i= p,
&+wi li (rk)x lk(rj)x ViVj
=&+wlp(rk)x lk(r j)x Vp Vj
&+w |lp(rk)x | |lk(r j)x | |Vp | |Vj | 
(25)
&+O(1) w |,x |2 |Vp | |Vj |

(12)
&+=O(1) |,x | |Vp | |Vj |&+=O(1) |,x | |Vp | 2&+=O(1) |,x | |Vj | 2.
Estimate for (C5). By Taylor’s Theorem
|F(,, Ux)|O(1) |Ux |2O(1) |,x |2 |V|2+O(1) |Vx |2.
Consequently,
&VTWLF(,, Ux)&sup |VTWL | O(1) |Ux | 2
&;1O(1) = |,x | |V|2&;1O(1) |Vx |2.
Subsumption. Summing up we have for = sufficiently small
|

&
(C1)+(C3)+(C4)+(C5) dx
&|

&
=O(1) |,x | |V|2+ 14w |(Vp)x |
2
+14 :
k{ p
|(Vk)x |2+;1O(1) |Vx |2 dx
&|

&
1
4 |,x | |V|
2+ 14w |(Vp)x |
2+ 14 :
k{ p
|(Vk)x |2+;1O(1) |Vx |2 dx
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and
|

&
(B2)+(B3)+(C2) dx|

&
3
4 |,x | |V|
2.
Together with (B1), (B4), and (5), this gives
|

&
1
2

t
(w |Vp |2+|V |2)+
1
2
|,x | |V|2+
3
4
w |(Vp)x |2
+
3
4
|(V )x |2&;1 O(1) |Vx |2 dx0
where V =(V1 , ..., Vp&1 , Vp+1 , ..., Vn) # Rn&1. Now, for a fixed , and thus
for a fixed w we have inf w>0 and for ;1 sufficiently small &;1O(1) |Vx |2
&14 (w |(Vp)x |
2+|(V )x | 2). Integration T0 dt yields
|

&
1
2 (w |Vp( } , T )|
2+|V ( } , T )|2) dx
+|
T
0
|

&
1
2 |,x | |V|
2+ 12w |(Vp)x |
2+ 12 |(V )x |
2 dx dt
|

&
1
2 (w |Vp( } , 0)|
2+|V ( } , 0)|2) dx.
With U=RV and - W=diag(1, ..., 1, - w, 1, ..., 1), we have
|- W LUx |2 = |- W (LRxV+LRVx)| 2
 O(1) w |,x |2 |V| 2+O(1) |- W Vx |2

(12)
O(1)( |,x | |V|2+w |(Vp)x |2+|(V )x |2)
and
|- W LU|2=|(V1 , ..., - w Vp , ..., Vn)|2=w |Vp |2+|V |2.
Letting &U&2w :=

& (- W LU )2 dx, we obtain the Theorem:
&U( } , T )&2w+|
T
0
&Ux( } , t)&2w dtC &U( } , 0)&2w .
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